Bottle Bracket Set—P/N 14104NOS
Installation Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Disassemble one bracket only.
Mount the bracket on the front frame tube approximately 2” above the exhaust pipe on the front cylinder with the groove for
the hose towards the center of the bike. Snug the bracket down, but do not tighten yet.
Slide the 10 oz. bottle into the upper bracket with the outlet fitting pointed toward the center of the bike. Make sure not to
cover the NOS decal. Tighten the bolt only enough to hold the bottle. Do not overtighten.
Disassemble the second bracket. Place the bracket on the bottle and frame tube, making sure not to cover the NOS decal.
Snug the mounting bolt, but do not tighten yet.
Check for clearance around the bottle valve to allow for proper operation. Verify that the front tire and fender clearance by
turning the handlebars left and right. Adjust the bottle position to achieve adequate clearance for safe operation. When
proper clearance is achieved, tighten the mounting bolts to 14-18 ft./lbs., using Blue Loctite.
Connect the main feed hose to the outlet fitting on the bottle and enjoy.

NOTE: To help prevent damage to paint on the frame, use a small piece of electrical tape between the bracket and the
frame.
NOTE: Recheck the bolt in the bracket for tightness after a 2 hour ride.
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